
  

  

Abstract—The objective was to manage European travel 

plans by limiting the time to 28.8 hours and cost to $500 used in 

transportation.  Design constraints were implemented, ensuring 

that the model was practical. There are 5 travel segments which 

have 2 choices: flight/train. Taking a train would better when 

traveling <500km while taking a flight is preferred when 

traveling >1,000km. Research was further done on the 

aerodynamics involved in helping an airplane fly such as lift 

and drag and physics involved in trains such as friction and 

acceleration. Based on the costs & durations, only the 

Paris-Munich route is debatable on which transportation to use. 

A multiple regression model was built on mean time & expense. 

The predictive DOE model shows that Paris-Munich by train is 

more desirable than flight. Although the neural model was 

conducted, it was not able to outperform the structured DOE 

model in terms of desirability. However, we should not exclude 

the neural method as the Structured DOE and the modern AI 

Algorithm should coexist. The robust design Monte Carlo 

simulation shows that there is an 8% risk of not meeting the 

$500 budget. By raising the importance of time, the new optimal 

route can meet requirements. 

 
Index Terms—Travel, optimization, Europe, DOE, Monte 

Carlo simulation.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although many people like traveling, there are always 

constraints that might inhibit traveling such as not having 

enough time, limited budget, and poor travel quality. The 

objectives of this paper are to manage the travel plan in 

Europe, build a statistical and neural model to predict travel 

duration and expense, and conduct a Robust Design to 

optimize the travel plan. A great way to save time and money 

when traveling across Europe is by taking the trains. Taking 

Eurostar trains is a more convenient and economical choice 

than taking flights. However, Eurostar only has direct trains 

among major cities such as London, Paris, Brussel, Lyon, and 

Avignon. Taking trains among other smaller cities in Europe 

may not be a better choice than taking a flight.  This paper 

designs a summer travel package on visiting five major 

European cities: London, Paris, Amsterdam, Prague, and 

Munich. The start and end destination will be at the Paris 

Charles de Gaulle (CDG) Airport which is applicable for 

most visitors. CDG airport is the largest international airport 

in France and the second largest in Europe. This paper will 

only consider the traveling time and expense of taking either 

train and/or flight among five destinations. After optimizing 

the travel plan, this project will also consider the lodging 

expenses. Which has the longest total time – flight or train? 

Although flight is mostly faster in terms of transportation 

time, if taking into consideration the lengthy check-in time, 

the total flight time may be greater than the total train time. 
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However, the train may not always take the most direct route 

as it has to be on land. After comparing the train and flight 

distances, a multiple of 1.3x is the average factor of train 

compared to flight. If the flying distance is around 500 

kilometers, the flying time is about 1.25 hours plus a 3 hours 

check-in and check-out time, a total of 4.25 hours. If train is 

taken, the train’s distance will be 500 kilometers times 1.3 

which equals 650 kilometers. The train transportation time is 

close to 2.5 hours plus an hour of check-in and check-out 

time, a total of 3.5 hours. When the flight distance is under 

500 kilometers, we can safely conclude that train is a better 

choice than flight. If the flying distance is around 1000 

kilometers, the flying time is around 2 hours plus 3 hours 

check-in and check-out time, a total of 5 hours. If train is 

taken, the train’s distance will be 1000 kilometers times 1.3 

which equals 1300 kilometers. The train transportation time 

is close to 5 hours plus an hour of check-in and check-out 

time, a total of 6 hours. When the flight distance is over 1000 

kilometers, we can safely conclude that flight is a better 

choice than train. The breakeven point is between 500-1000 

kilometers, which is the distance that most major cities lie in. 

 

II. DEFINE PROJECT SCOPE 

In the previous section, we explored the science behind 

flight and train and concluded that we needed an optimal 

model to predict whether train or flight is better. 

A. Alternate Transportation Choices 

In Fig. 1 [1], the shortest route for train is 3123 kilometers 

while by flight is 2359 kilometers. To simplify this project, 

we will only consider the two shortest (green) routes – 

clockwise and counterclockwise. The first route is 

Paris-London-Amsterdam-Prague-Munich-Paris and the 

second is Paris-Munich-Prague-Amsterdam-London-Paris. 

Considering both routes separately is important as the ticket 

price and flying duration one way may be different in 

opposite directions. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Alternate transportation choices [1]. 

 

B. Define Travel Project Scope 

In our travel regression model, the two response (output) 
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variables are the total intra-city transportation time and the 

total intra-city transportation expense. The three input 

variables are travel route (sequence), each intra-city 

transportation time, and each intra-city transportation 

expense. In addition, to simplify the regression model, 

several design constraints would be considered throughout 

this project. We will collect all transportation raw data on 

July 11, 2018, and book tickets by May 26, 2018, start and 

end at Paris CDG Airport or the city’s main station, add 3 

hours check-in and check-out time for flight, and 1 hour 

check-in and check-out time for Eurostar, take Economy 

flight seat or 2nd Class train seat (all one-way ticket), only 

consider direct flight or direct train if available; Otherwise, 

take one stop in transition, only consider flight or train after 9 

AM and arrive by 9 AM within the same day, will not 

consider driving or ferry transportation among five cities, and 

won’t consider flight/train delay factor. 

C. Set Travel Transportation Requirements 

To manage this special travel package among five major 

cities in Europe, several reasonable travel requirements are 

set. The total intra-city transportation duration must be less 

than 28.8 hours (12 days of travel, 9 AM to 9 PM, and 12 

hours * 12 days = 144 hours total). Less than 20% of the 144 

hours is allocated to intra-city transportation time (< 28.8 

hours). Secondly, the total intra-city transportation expense 

cannot exceed 500 USD (12 hotels = 2,400 USD (200 

USD/night), meals 900 USD (75/day), other tour/local 

transportation (1,200 USD = 100/day), total intra-city 

transportation expense less than 500 USD). 

 

III. ESTABLISH PREDICTIVE METHODOLOGY 

In Section III, a design of experiment (DOE) methodology 

was utilized to determine the optimal route. A structured Doe 

was first designed before conducting a robust design – Monte 

Carlo Simulation. 

A. Design a Structured DOE 

A special JMP Definitive Screen Design (DSD) was 

conducted in order to optimize the transportation route. A 

definitive screening design (DSD) would be conducted to 

optimize the neural algorithm. Areas, where definitive 

screening designs are superior to standard screening designs, 

include identifying the causes of nonlinear effects by fielding 

each continuous factor at three levels and avoiding 

confounding between any effects up through the second order 

[2], [3]. There are five one-way transportation segments of 

categorical input variables (flight or train), a total of 18 DSD 

runs.  To ensure the DSD structure, three examination criteria 

was done before conducting the DSD simulation runs on the 

Neural Network algorithm [4], [5]. The first power analysis 

checked whether the DSD run size was sufficient. If the run 

size was too small, the 95% confidence interval of any effect 

term will be very wide. Then, the power level would indicate 

the probability of the predicted sign is still valid. In Figure 10, 

all power levels are above 88% (small run size concern). The 

second confounding color-map analysis is to investigate 

whether any Resolution I or Resolution II confounding 

concerns between any main effect. The confounding severity 

is indicated by the color map (from 0% correlation – blue to 

100% correlation – red). The diagonal is always in red color. 

There is very mild Resolution II confounding (correlation = 

0.33) due to categorical variables. Therefore, no severe 

confounding concern was noticed. 

B. DSD Optimization Result 

Section III.B will provide the DSD results of Section 3.1 

DSD execution. The objective of this DSD is to demonstrate 

the optimal transportation route in order to minimize two 

intra-city transportation goals: total duration and total 

expense. Among the five transportation segments, 

Amsterdam to Prague segment has shown the biggest impact 

to both expense and duration responses according to the DOE 

model as shown in Fig. 2 [6]. Taking flight is a much better 

choice than taking the train since there is no Eurostar train 

service from Amsterdam to Prague. There is also no direct 

train available between the two cities. This train route is not 

very popular and the train ticket is way more expensive than 

taking a flight. Next, there are two competing patterns 

between two responses on (1) Prague to Munich, and (2) 

London to Amsterdam. Prague to Munich segment has more 

impact on the expense and taking direct train would 

significantly reduce the expense around $100 USD as 

compared to taking a flight. Instead, for the 

London-Amsterdam segment, taking a flight can shorten the 

transportation duration time by more than 200 minutes. The 

driving/flying distance ratio of the London-Amsterdam route 

is 550km/358km ~ 1.54 which is higher than the typical 1.3 

ratio in Europe. From London-Amsterdam, the train needs to 

pass Paris first which means the flight can be more direct (as 

it can fly over waters while a train cannot). The fourth 

sensitive segment Munich to Paris also favors train choice in 

order to meet the expense requirement more. The last 

segment Paris to London favors train to meet the duration 

requirement more. This explains why most visitors would 

rather take Eurostar train across the English Strait. The 

optimal design can achieve the expected expense at 392 USD 

(below 500 USD) and duration 1,385 minutes (below 2,880 

minutes requirement). However, the overall optimal design 

can only meet both requirements at 65% desirability and still 

does not include noise factors. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Profiler sensitivity and optimization. 

C. Monte Carlo Simulation 

Section III.B optimal route design would not consider the 

noise factors such as duration and ticket price distribution. 

Even within the same day at the same station, the 

transportation duration and the ticket price may be different 

from peak hours to off-peak hours. In order to accurately 
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estimate the total transportation duration and expense, 

considering all the uncertain noise factors is desperately 

needed. JMP Profiler Monte Carlo simulator is very powerful 

to simulate these random noise factors. Monte Carlo 

simulation, or probability simulation, is a technique used to 

understand the impact of risk and uncertainty in finance, 

project management, cost, and other forecasting models. 

Their essential idea is using randomness to solve problems 

that might be deterministic in principle. They are often used 

in physical and mathematical problems and are most useful 

when it is difficult or impossible to use other approaches. 

Monte Carlo methods are mainly used in three problem 

classes: [7] optimization, numerical integration, and 

generating draws from a probability distribution. Monte 

Carlo Simulation helps to discover the distribution of model 

outputs as a function of the random variation in the factors 

and model noise. The simulator in the profilers provides a 

way to set up the random inputs and run the simulations, 

producing an output table of simulated values. As shown in 

Fig. 3, JMP Profiler Simulators use Normal Distribution to 

simulate the two responses duration and expense) by 

including the variability of flight duration and ticket price.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Monte Carlo simulation of transportation expense. 

 

The distribution standard deviation was determined by 

calculating the real duration/ticket price data. The two 

requirements are also input variables for the upper specific 

limit (USL) for the JMP Profiler to estimate the 

non-conforming defect rate. The Monte Carlo Simulation 

results have shown 0% probability of not meeting the 

28.8hours duration requirement and 8% probability of not 

meeting 500 USD transportation budget. Even though the 

predicted expense is 392 USD (seems enough buffer from 

500 USD), when considering the noise ticket price 

distribution, there is still an 8% risk that the total 

transportation expense may exceed 500 USD. In order to 

avoid this 8% uncertainty, booking the flights/train tickets – 

that are not scheduled during the peak hours – earlier can help 

eliminate this risk. 

D. Neural Network Modelling 

The neural algorithm uses the TanH transformation and the 

black box scenario as shown in Fig. 4a. In Figure 4b, the 

neural algorithm can achieve >90% r-square on both the 

training set and validation set. No overfit concern was 

observed in the neural analysis. 

There is a similar sensitivity pattern (seen in the red color) 

between the two optimization algorithms. The DSD RSM 

model has shown slightly higher desirability than the neural 

model as shown in Fig. 5. Even though the DSD approach 

outperformed the modern neural AI method, they both should 

coexist. The AI method can detect hidden patterns while the 

structured DOE method can be conducted to validate the 

AI pattern more reliably.  

 
Fig. 4. (a) Neural model outline (b) TanH transformation statistics. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. DSD method. 
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E. Include Lodging Expense Model 

In the end, the optimal route is Paris (train) – London 

(flight) – Amsterdam (flight) – Prague (train) – Munich (train) 

– Paris (flight). The budget is less than 2,400 USD for the 

twelve nights among the 5 cities with at least two nights at 

each stop except for the last stop in Paris. An extra one night 

has not been determined, depending on which location has a 

cheaper lodging. To consider the lodging expense, the criteria 

used were to choose a 3-star hotel within 3 miles of the 

airport or train station with a guest rating above 9 and book 

the hotel 6 months in advance. A 1-sided upper tolerance 

interval was implemented to determine the worst scenario 

lodging budget lodging expense. As shown in Figure 6, the 

total budget expense is less than 2,400 USD with 11 

fixed/decided nights, and one remaining lodging budget 

(excess of 151 USD). It was decided to stay one more night at 

Prague to save the 16 USD transportation shortage (if 

wanting to stay at another city for the last night). 

 

Fig. 6. 1-sided upper tolerance interval.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper has demonstrated an effective methodology of 

managing Travel in Europe by studying the Transportation 

Systems in Europe. Physics was applied on the friction and 

acceleration of the train as well as aerodynamics and forces 

on the airplane. A structured DOE and neural algorithm were 

designed and built predictive models of minimizing both the 

travel duration and expense. Although the DOE had a higher 

desirability than the neural model, the modern and classical 

models should coexist. Monte Carlo simulation method was 

conducted by considering the variability of random 

flight/train duration and expense. Although there is an 

observed 8% risk probability of not meeting the 

transportation expense budget, it can be solved by booking 

tickets earlier. The same methodology can be applied to 

travel in China, Japan, Taiwan where the high-speed train 

systems are well established.  
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